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New capabilities for dynamic compression
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B. Background 
 
Overview of Shock-Compression Experiments 
 
Laboratory shock experiments are usually carried out by the high-velocity impact of flat plates 

using powder or light gas guns1,2. More recently, new techniques for laser-generation of shock 
waves have been developed and applied 3,4. These methods produce very high strain rates of ~106-
109 s-1 DQG�ORDGLQJ�GXUDWLRQV�RI�QV��ODVHUV��WR�ȝV��JXQV�� Shock waves propagate through a sample 
as sharp discontinuities in pressure, temperature, specific volume, and internal energy. The large 
amount of irreversible work associated with shock compression produces strong heating in the 
sample, especially at higher pressures. The locus of pressure-volume states achieved under shock 
loading defines the Hugoniot curve. 

Two important factors that affect shock wave propagation are elastic-plastic behavior and 
phase transformations (Fig. 1). For brittle solids such as rocks and minerals, a two-wave structure 
develops as a result of a material’s elastic-plastic response. In such cases, an elastic precursor wave 
(Hugoniot elastic limit, HEL) propagates at the longitudinal sound velocity and is followed by a 
slower deformational wave. The HEL reflects the dynamic yield strength of the material. Above 
the HEL, plastic deformation occurs due to generation and motion of dislocations and there is a 
discontinuous change in the pressure-volume curve. Above the elastic limit, some materials retain 
significant shear strength resulting in a deviation of the shock compression curve from hydrostatic 
behavior whereas others exhibit strength collapse. Increasing amounts of shock heating may also 
reduce material strength at higher pressures.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of shock compression processes illustrating elastic compression, 
plastic deformation, and a phase transformation during loading and dynamic failure during release 
(H. Lorenzana, LLNL). 
 

Additional discontinuities in the compression curve can be caused by phase transitions. Due 
to the high strain rates of shock loading, the behavior of minerals and rocks often reflects kinetic 
control rather than equilibrium behavior. Some phase transitions, such as those with a displacive 
mechanism, are fast enough to occur under shock compression timescales, but others, especially 
reconstructive transitions, are inhibited and may need to be substantially overdriven before 
completion. In rocks and silicate minerals, phase transitions typically manifest themselves over a 
finite range of pressures known as the mixed-phase regime (see discussion of quartz below). It is 
often assumed, although not directly known, that this two-phase region represents a mixture of 
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Shock waves in crystalline materials

Image: Lorenzana

In situ XRD can be critical to determine lattice-level structural information

Atomic-length scale processes
• Elastic compression 
• Plastic deformation 
• Phase changes
• Kinetics and metastability 
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Image: ANL  

X-ray diffraction on the ns time scale 
of shock loading events 

Advanced Photon Source (APS):
• ~109 photons/pulse
• ~100 picosecond pulses

LINAC Coherent Light Source (LCLS):
• ~1012 photons/pulse
• ~100 femtosecond pulses

Image: SLAC  

Highlight recent experiments:
• Laser-drive compression carbonates at the LCLS
• Gas–gun compression of ZnO & MgF2 at the APS
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High-P-T phase stability of carbonates is fundamental for understanding the global 
carbon cycle and carbon storage in the deep Earth

Carbonates in the deep Earth 

Fig. Huo et al., 2019
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Interpretation of shock metamorphism 
Understanding role of impact devolatilization

• Solid-state phase transitions
• Melting
• Dissociation
• Dissolution of solid residual phases

Rapid loading of minerals during impact events 

Laser-based shock experiments are effective in reproducing shock effects 
observed in naturally shocked minerals 

CaCO3 à CaO solid + CO2 gas 
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50 µm CH

Pump-probe X-ray diffraction at Matter in 
Extreme Conditions (MEC) beamline
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MEC Experiments Samples:
Calcite – CaCO3
• Limestone
• Calcite single crystals

Magnesite – MgCO3
• Polycrystal (7% porosity)
• Natural gem  

Drive Laser: 
• 150 & 300-mm phase plates 
• 10-15 ns flattop pulse
• Laser energies 10-70 J

XFEL: 
• 9.5 & 14 keV 
• 20-mm spot size 

Line VISAR: 
• Wave profiles collected at free surface 

or sample-LiF interface

• Pressure & shot timing determined via 
impedance matching 8



Complex polymorphism in calcium carbonate 

Rhombohedral CaCO3-I transitions to a series of low-symmetry phases involving 
reorientation and tilting of the CO3 groups
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Early calcite shock-wave experiments 

Gas-gun studies identified a phase 
transition ~20 GPa

Based on thermodynamic considerations, 
high-pressure phase not consistent with 
the Calcite I-III phases known at the time 

Conflicting results concerning degassing 
with reports ranging between 1-50 mole% 
devolatilization 
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Calcite I

Dense liquid?

Unknown phase???
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Phase transition at 25 GPa
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inertially confined and, as a result, do not suffer from the high incoherent background of confining 
diamonds. 

For calcite, we will use oriented synthetic 
single-crystal samples as well as natural 
polycrystals. These will include both full-density 
limestone and porous chalk samples. For 
aragonite, magnesite, and siderite, we will use 
natural samples. Samples of sufficient size of all 
compositions have been obtained from 
commercial sources or mineral collections and 
characterized by Raman spectroscopy. Additional 
characterization will include XRD, elemental 
analysis (microprobe), and Archimedean density 
measurements. Mineral samples (2x2 mm) will be 
cut and polished to a thickness of 35-70 µm and 
bonded onto 75-µm-thick polyimide ablators (Fig. 
2). A subset of samples will be prepared with 100-
µm-thick LiF (100) windows bonded to the rear 
surface for pressure determination via impendence 
matching with the known EOS for LiF (118). 

Prior to the recent LCLS upgrade, I carried 
out preliminary experiments on low-porosity 
polycrystalline calcite (Solenhofen limestone). 
Figure 6a shows the integrated XRD data from 
preliminary shots taken at 25 and 60 GPa. Figure 
6b shows VISAR data collected for the 60 GPa 
shot. Here, the two velocity traces correspond to 
data collected from VISARs with different 
velocity sensitivities. This provides redundant data 
and resolves ambiguities associated with sharp 
velocity jumps that exceed the time response of the 
system. At 25 GPa, new XRD peaks appear, which cannot be indexed as compressed CaCO3-I. The 
broadening of these peaks likely arises from the nanocrystalline grain size in the transformed phase. At 60 
GPa, no crystalline diffraction peaks are observed, indicating melting or possible amorphization. Owing to 
the transmission geometry of the experiments, ambient calcite peaks from uncompressed material ahead of 
the shock front are observed for all shots collected on loading. In both cases, the high-P structure was not 
quenchable, and the sample reverted to CaCO3-I on release, with no evidence of CaO formation associated 
with devolatilization. These data are the first ever in situ XRD measurements of the structure of CaCO3 
on shock loading and release, demonstrating an important new tool for understanding the response of 
carbonates (and other classes of minerals) under dynamic loading. 

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the 25 GPa MEC XRD data and the simulated XRD patterns for high-
P phases determined from diamond anvil cell experiments. Here, the unit cell volumes of the CaCO3-III-
VII phases have been scaled to match the continuum Hugoniot at 25 GPa. Both CaCO3-VI and CaCO3-VII 
provide a reasonable fit to the experimental data. Additional experiments are required for full interpretation 
of the observed phase transitions. 

Fig. 7 Preliminary MEC XRD data (8.5 keV) for 
limestone shocked to 25 GPa. The 2D detector panel is 
shown at the top with azimuthally integrated data 
below. Simulated ambient calcite and aragonite XRD 
patterns are shown along with CaCO3-III-VII patterns 
(3.4 g/cm3). For CaCO3-VII, the main peaks have been 
indexed. The vertical line indicates the position of the 
uncompressed calcite (789) peak observed in the 
experimental data. 
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CaCO3-VI at 40 GPa

been performed using only the experimental intensities collected
from one crystal. We refined the coordinates and the isotropic
displacement parameters (Uiso) of the 25 independent atoms in
the asymmetric unit without any crystallographic constraint.

CaCO3-III (Fig. 1 and Tables 1–2) contains planar CO3 groups,
but, in contrast to calcite and CaCO3-II, they are no longer
coplanar with each other. The Ca coordination number is variable
in the different sites, varying from 7 to 9. The cation sites are then
not equivalent and their polyhedral volume suggest that there are
two large, two intermediate and one small site in the structure.

We realised, however, that there is a close geometrical relation-
ship between this triclinic cell and the reported C-centred monoclinic
lattice (Hagiya et al., 2005). The triclinic a crystallographic axis has in
fact the same periodicity as the c axis of the monoclinic structure and
it can be determined that a direction in the b–c plane has the same
periodicity as the b monoclinic axis. This suggests that perhaps
another structure based on similar topology, but with different
arrangement of building units, may lead to a different symmetry.
For this reason we repeated the experiments with more than 10
single crystal samples, in order to search for other possible different
crystal structures in the same pressure range (Supplementary

material). To explore the possibility of crystallisation of different
polymorphs, we applied pressure with different pressure–time paths.
Our prevailing observation was the aforementioned triclinic poly-
morph. However, in two experiments, as a consequence of a very
slow pressure ramp across the CaCO3-II-CaCO3-III stability field (with
a pressure ramp of 0.01 GPa/min), we have been able to detect a
polymorph that can be indexed with the C-centred monoclinic cell.
Any attempt to solve this crystal structure with a constrained
monoclinic symmetry failed. In fact the true symmetry is not
monoclinic, and a structure solution is only possible in the triclinic
P-1 space group. The data have then been converted from the
C-centred lattice to the primitive unit cell [a!6.144(3) Å,
b!6.3715(14) Å, c!6.3759(15) Å, a!93.84(2)1, b!107.34(3)1,
g!107.16(3)1, V!224.33(13) Å3 at 3.1 GPa] and the structure is
reported with this cell setting in Tables 3–4. The topology of the
structure (named here as CaCO3-IIIb, Fig. 2) is similar to the CaCO3-III
structure, even if the Z content is lower (4 instead of 10). It also
contains non co-planar CO3 groups and two non-equivalent Ca
coordination polyhedra in the structure. The calculated densities of

Table 5
Experimental details of the CaCO3-VI crystal
structure refinement.

Crystal data
Chemical formula CaCO3

Crystal system Triclinic
Space group P1
Unit cell dimensions a!3.319(2) Å

b!4.883(3) Å

c!5.590(2) Å
a!103.30(5)1
b!94.73(5)1
g!89.21(6)1

Cell volume 87.86 Å3

Z 2
Density (P!30.4 GPa) 3.78 g/cm3

Crystal structure refinement
Total number of reflections 132
No. refl I43s(I) 99
R1 0.0684
R1all 0.0907
wR 0.0670
wRall 0.0683
no. parameters 22
GooF 4.36

Table 6

Atomic coordinates and Uiso of CaCO3-VI, with selected interatomic distances, Å.

Atom x y z Uiso

Ca 0.290(2) 0.6984(13) 0.7908(8) 0.0159(13)
O1 0.194(11) 0.595(5) 0.367(3) 0.021(3)
O3 0.250(12) 0.056(5) 0.338(3) 0.020(4)
O2 0.837(9) 0.756(5) 0.094(3) 0.026(4)
C 0.127(10) 0.837(5) 0.265(2) 0.003(3)
Ca-O1 2.158(8)
Ca-O3 2.217(8)
Ca-O3 2.301(8)
Ca-O1 2.302(9)
Ca-O1 2.315(9)
Ca-O2 2.321(6)
Ca-O2 2.352(6)
Ca-O2 2.500(6)
Ca-O2 2.629(6)
C-O3 1.12(4)
C-O2 1.29(3)
C-O1 1.43(5)

Fig. 1. Crystal structure of triclinic CaCO3-III, with a!6.281(1) Å, b!7.507(2) Å,
c!12.516(3) Å, a!93.76(2)1, b!98.95(2)1, g!106.49(2)1 (P!2.8 GPa) and Z!10;
(below) experimental reconstructed reciprocal planes hk0 (centre) and h0l (bottom).

M. Merlini et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 333–334 (2012) 265–271268
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Release time series from 40 GPa
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Shock melting at 60 GPa

Future Work:
Quantitative analysis of liquid scattering (14 keV)   
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Melt

X-ray densities agree with gas-gun data

Melt
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Magnesite - MgCO3

Static: 
• Stable up to 100 GPa, above which it 

undergoes a phase transition to an 
orthorhombic structure 

Sekine et al., 2006

Gas-gun: 
• Phase change on the Hugoniot near ~100 GPa 

• A volume expansion on release was interpreted in terms of 
decomposition
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Magnesite-I stable up to melting at >120 GPa 

Compression of MgCO3-I with no phase changes 
up to 120 GPa

Melting above 120 GPa -- calculated  shock 
temperature of 2.5-3K at this pressure

38 GPa
Ambient 
Compressed



Magnesite Hugoniot 

Pressure-density data derived from XRD 

Consistent with past gas-gun results

Deviates from calculated Hugoniot based 
on static results above 90 GPa
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Retention of MgCO3-I structure on release
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Carbonate summary

X-Ray Diffraction Studies of Mineral Phase Transitions 
Using Shock Compression

Sally June Tracy – Geophysical Laboratory, Carnegie Institution for Science

'\QDPLF�&RPSUHVVLRQ

What are shock waves? 
Traveling mechanical disturbance produces an abrupt increase in pressure, 
density, and material velocity 

Powerful means of measuring equations of state, phase transitions, 
melting, and sound velocities at temperature-pressure conditions of 
planetary interiors

How do we generate shock waves in the lab? 

Light-gas gun
Accelerate projectiles >7 km/s

Charge detonation drives piston down
the pump tube compressing He/H gas.
At threshold pressure, rupture disk bursts 
and gas expands into launch tube driving 
2nd projectile which impacts target 

Laser-driven shockwaves 

High-pressure frontier!

High-power lasers generate an ablation-driven compression wave 
in sample 

A pulsed laser is focused on a plastic layer generating a plasma 
which expands backwards and sends a shock wave forward into 
the sample 

Single-pulse XRD at the Advanced Photon Source

Earth and planetary science applications
Studying natural impact events – planetary accretion and evolution

Understanding samples from impact craters and meteorites

Synthesis of high pressure phases only found in planetary interiors

A strategy for Studies of Dynamic Behavior of 
Materials at ESRF

GPa/ms GPa/100µs GPa/µs GPa/ns

A unique opportunity to investigate a 
phenomena at various time scales with the 
same microscopic information from X-ray 

measurements (XRD, XAS, PCI, …)

Various dynamic loading facilities available or in development at ESRF
Different loading paths & strain rates

Large P/T range

Short loading duration

Laser: nanoseconds (ns)
Gun: 100s of nanosecond to microsecond

stishovite
4.53 g/cm3

(110) (121)
(220)

(111)
(120)(011)

pre-impact

32% shocked

94% shocked

release

Shock crystallization of stishovite

47 GPa

At the Dynamic Compression Sector (DCS) each XRD pattern is collected using an 
isolated X-ray pulse containing ~109 photons

Incoming projectile interrupts optical trigger instigating gated collection of four XRD 
frames during the loading and release process

Laser-drive compression of silicon carbide 
Candidate material to make up the interior of carbon-rich exoplanets 
and potential host of reduced carbon in the Earth’s interior

Reconstructive transformation to rocksalt structure on the ns 
timescale of laser-drive experiments and reversion to the ambient 
phase within ns of release

Ultrafast experimental probes:
• Velocimetry – VISAR or PDVà bulk pressure-density 
• Single-pulse X-ray diffraction (XRD)à crystal structure
• Optical Pyrometry à temperature 
• Phase contrast imaging

Image: Lorenzana

Fig: Sollier

Fig: Wicks et al.

probe time 
after shock 
enters SiC

Ultrafast XRD - X-ray free electron laser

* rocksalt

Understanding phase transitions in SiO2 is important for modeling the effects of 
crustal impacts and characterizing silica rich regions of the deep Earth

In a recent study at DCS we investigated the structure of silica glass during shock 
compression using a light-gas gun and single pulse synchrotron XRD

Crystallographic verification 
that stishovite is the high 
pressure phase under 
shock loading
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Laser-drive compression experiments at Matter in Extreme 
Conditions beamline

XRD collected at a series of delay times up to 50 ns after the 
shock enters sample, enabling the study of both the high-pressure 
crystal structure and structural modifications on release 

Fig: U. Wisconsin

CaCO3-I recovered 
on release

60 GPa: melt

25 GPa: phase transition

Pre-shot CaCO3-I

Phase transitions and 
melting in limestoneSilicon Carbide –206 GPa

Understanding shock 
metamorphism at terrestrial 
impact sites and role of any
impact devolatilization of CO2

Constraining high P-T phase stability 
of carbonates is critical for 
understanding the global carbon cycle 
and carbon storage in the deep Earth

Limestone 
25 GPa

Princeton
TS Duffy
D Kim
SK Han
EJ Berryman
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Calcite:
• Crystallographic phase transformation to CaCO3-VI

• Melting on Hugoniot above 60 GPa

• Reversion to CaCO3-I on release with no evidence for 
devolatilization

Magnesite: 
• Stable up to melting on the Hugoniot above 120 GPa

• Retention of MgCO3-I on release 

Shock experiments at XFEL:
• Allow us to resolve & differentiate low-symmetry 

crystal structures

• Provides means of carrying our detailed investigation 
of release behavior via pump-probe time series 
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Phase transition in ZnO



High pressure polymorphism in zinc oxide 
.

• Crystallizes in a 4-coordinated wurtzite structure

• Phase transition a rocksalt phase at moderate pressure 
(9-16 GPa)

• Transition is common to many wurtzite and zincblende 
compounds

• Interest in finding routes to quench the ZnO rocksalt 
phase to ambient conditions due to its favorable 
optoelectronic properties 

• Ultrafast XRD presents a unique capability to study this 
transformation in real time

Reciprocating Compression of ZnO Probed by X!ray Di!raction: The
Size E!ect on Structural Properties under High Pressure
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ABSTRACT: Zinc oxide, ZnO, an important technologically relevant
binary compound, was investigated by reciprocating compress the sample
in a diamond anvil cell using in situ high-pressure synchrotron X-ray
di!raction at room temperature. The starting sample (!200 nm) was
compressed to 20 GPa and then decompressed to ambient condition. The
quenched sample, with average grain size !10 nm, was recompressed to
20 GPa and then released to ambient condition. The structural stability
and compressibility of the initial bulk ZnO and quenched nano ZnO were
compared. Results reveal that the grain size and the fractional cell
distortion have little e!ect on the structural stability of ZnO. The bulk
modulus of the B4 (hexagonal wurtzites structure) and B1 (cubic rock salt
structure) phases for bulk ZnO under hydrostatic compression were
estimated as 164(3) and 201(2) GPa, respectively. Importantly, the e!ect
of pressure in atomic positions, bond distances, and bond angles was obtained. On the basis of this information, the B4-to-B1
phase transformation was demonstrated to follow the hexagonal path rather than the tetragonal path. For the "rst time, the detail
of the intermediate hexagonal ZnO, revealing the B4-to-B1 transition mechanism, was detected by experimental method. These
"ndings enrich our knowledge on the diversity of the size in#uences on the high-pressure behaviors of materials and o!er new
insights into the mechanism of the B4-to-B1 phase transition that is commonly observed in many other wurzite semiconductor
compounds.

! INTRODUCTION
Zinc oxide (ZnO) crystallizes in the wurzite (hexagonal, B4,
space group P63mc) phase at ambient conditions, is one of the
most important inorganic compounds, and has numerous
technological applications in the "elds of electronics,
optoelectronics, catalysis, chemical sensors, and conductive
solar cell window layers. As a promising semiconductor and a
typical mineral, high-pressure experimental data on ZnO are
fundamental to condensed matter physics and geophysical
physics. Following the "rst report of the structural transition of
ZnO under high pressure by Bates et al. in 1962,1 the high-
pressure behaviors of ZnO, including its structural stability,
compressibility, and transformation mechanism, have been
extensively investigated from both experimental2"7 and
theoretical8"12 points of view. Exploring the unique properties
of nanomaterials has been a long-standing topic of interest for
materials science and engineering.13"15 Semiconductor nano-
crystals are novel materials with properties being controlled by
size and shape. In that view, the study of size e!ects16 and
morphology e!ects17"21 on the properties of ZnO under high
pressure provides a basis for probing the potential physical and

chemical mechanisms that command the structure"property
relationships.
However, to our knowledge, the available studies about the

high-pressure behavior of ZnO are still inconclusive and
controversial. The "rst point is the large di!erence of the bulk
modulus (K0) of the two phases as shown in Table 1, ranging
from 135 to 183 GPa for the B4 phase and from 177 to 229
GPa for the B1 phase (cubic, rock salt, space group Fm3m). In
addition, while the transition pressures of the forward and
backward phase transitions for nanocrystalline ZnO have been
studied,16 little is currently known about its equation of state
(EOS).22 Moreover, the B4-to-B1 phase transformation
mechanism has not been fully understood. On the basis of
the "rst-principles calculations, the wurtzite structure can
continuously transform to the rock salt structure following the
“hexagonal” (i-H) path or the “tetragonal” (i-T) path. Through
theoretical computation, Saitta et al. indicated that ZnO
transforms from B4 phase to B1 phase along the tetragonal
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GPa for the B1 phase (cubic, rock salt, space group Fm3m). In
addition, while the transition pressures of the forward and
backward phase transitions for nanocrystalline ZnO have been
studied,16 little is currently known about its equation of state
(EOS).22 Moreover, the B4-to-B1 phase transformation
mechanism has not been fully understood. On the basis of
the "rst-principles calculations, the wurtzite structure can
continuously transform to the rock salt structure following the
“hexagonal” (i-H) path or the “tetragonal” (i-T) path. Through
theoretical computation, Saitta et al. indicated that ZnO
transforms from B4 phase to B1 phase along the tetragonal
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Introduction

ZnO undergoes a phase change under static 
compression to a rocksalt (B1) structure at 9 
GPa [1] and continuum gas-gun studies identify 
a similar phase transition under shock loading 
occurring at 12-15 GPa [2].

High-pressure experiments on ZnO are of 
fundamental importance to condensed-matter 
physics as the pressure-induced B4 to B1 
transition is common to many semiconducting-
wurtzite compounds. 

Understanding the role of phase transitions in 
the dynamic response materials is crucial to 
modelling the effects of large-scale impacts in a 
wide range of planetary materials. 

Due to the accessibility of this phase transition, 
ZnO presents a model system to investigate 
phase transitions that involve a 4-6 fold 
coordination change under dynamic loading.

Plate impact experiments with time-resolved x-ray diffraction (XRD) were 
carried out using a light gas gun at the Dynamic Compression Sector (DCS)  at 
the Advanced Photon Source (APS).

An incoming projectile triggers gated collection of a series of XRD frames.

Each XRD pattern was collected using a single x-ray pulse (~100 ps duration) 
of ~109 photons.

Experiments were carried out in transmission geometry for polycrystalline 
starting material and in reflection geometry for oriented single crystals.

For single-crystal shots, ZnO samples were used as the impactor.

Fig: Wang et al. 2018.
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Time-resolved synchrotron XRD to measure 
the in situ crystal structure of ZnO under 
shock compression.

20 GPa and 50 GPa shots collected for 
both polycrystalline starting material as well 
as single crystal samples oriented along the 
a- and c-axes.

Single crystal samples maintain a high 
degree of texture above the B1 phase 
transition, suggestive of an orientational 
relationship between B4 and B1 phases.

The B4 à B1 transition pathway has been investigated theoretically in 
recent years and the lattice level reconstruction continues to be a subject 
of active debate [3,4].

The two main competing pathways, often referred to as the ‘hexagonal 
path’ and the ‘tetragonal path’, both involve moving through a five-
coordinated intermediate structure.
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ABSTRACT: Zinc oxide, ZnO, an important technologically relevant
binary compound, was investigated by reciprocating compress the sample
in a diamond anvil cell using in situ high-pressure synchrotron X-ray
di!raction at room temperature. The starting sample (!200 nm) was
compressed to 20 GPa and then decompressed to ambient condition. The
quenched sample, with average grain size !10 nm, was recompressed to
20 GPa and then released to ambient condition. The structural stability
and compressibility of the initial bulk ZnO and quenched nano ZnO were
compared. Results reveal that the grain size and the fractional cell
distortion have little e!ect on the structural stability of ZnO. The bulk
modulus of the B4 (hexagonal wurtzites structure) and B1 (cubic rock salt
structure) phases for bulk ZnO under hydrostatic compression were
estimated as 164(3) and 201(2) GPa, respectively. Importantly, the e!ect
of pressure in atomic positions, bond distances, and bond angles was obtained. On the basis of this information, the B4-to-B1
phase transformation was demonstrated to follow the hexagonal path rather than the tetragonal path. For the "rst time, the detail
of the intermediate hexagonal ZnO, revealing the B4-to-B1 transition mechanism, was detected by experimental method. These
"ndings enrich our knowledge on the diversity of the size in#uences on the high-pressure behaviors of materials and o!er new
insights into the mechanism of the B4-to-B1 phase transition that is commonly observed in many other wurzite semiconductor
compounds.

! INTRODUCTION
Zinc oxide (ZnO) crystallizes in the wurzite (hexagonal, B4,
space group P63mc) phase at ambient conditions, is one of the
most important inorganic compounds, and has numerous
technological applications in the "elds of electronics,
optoelectronics, catalysis, chemical sensors, and conductive
solar cell window layers. As a promising semiconductor and a
typical mineral, high-pressure experimental data on ZnO are
fundamental to condensed matter physics and geophysical
physics. Following the "rst report of the structural transition of
ZnO under high pressure by Bates et al. in 1962,1 the high-
pressure behaviors of ZnO, including its structural stability,
compressibility, and transformation mechanism, have been
extensively investigated from both experimental2"7 and
theoretical8"12 points of view. Exploring the unique properties
of nanomaterials has been a long-standing topic of interest for
materials science and engineering.13"15 Semiconductor nano-
crystals are novel materials with properties being controlled by
size and shape. In that view, the study of size e!ects16 and
morphology e!ects17"21 on the properties of ZnO under high
pressure provides a basis for probing the potential physical and

chemical mechanisms that command the structure"property
relationships.
However, to our knowledge, the available studies about the

high-pressure behavior of ZnO are still inconclusive and
controversial. The "rst point is the large di!erence of the bulk
modulus (K0) of the two phases as shown in Table 1, ranging
from 135 to 183 GPa for the B4 phase and from 177 to 229
GPa for the B1 phase (cubic, rock salt, space group Fm3m). In
addition, while the transition pressures of the forward and
backward phase transitions for nanocrystalline ZnO have been
studied,16 little is currently known about its equation of state
(EOS).22 Moreover, the B4-to-B1 phase transformation
mechanism has not been fully understood. On the basis of
the "rst-principles calculations, the wurtzite structure can
continuously transform to the rock salt structure following the
“hexagonal” (i-H) path or the “tetragonal” (i-T) path. Through
theoretical computation, Saitta et al. indicated that ZnO
transforms from B4 phase to B1 phase along the tetragonal
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Future work 
Investigation preferred orientation in 
the transformed B1 phase by 
carrying out full pattern fits.

Applying a texture model in order to 
derive pole figures for the B1 phase 
for variable starting orientations.
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Fig: adapted from Wang et al. (2018) [5].  

Zinc oxide (ZnO) occurs naturally as the mineral zincite and crystallizes in a 
wurtzite (B4) structure with tetrahedrally coordinated Zn and O ions. 
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the goal of providing insight into the B4à B1 transition pathway in order to 
resolve the debate concerning the mechanistic nature of this common phase 
transition.

Conclusions 
Crystallographic verification of the 
phase transition from the B4 to the 
B1 structure in ZnO under shock 
compression.

Direct transformation to the B1 
phase in tens of nanoseconds with 
no evidence for formation of 
theoretically proposed intermediate 
structures [3,4].
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Single crystal shots in reflection geometry 

• Significantly absorbing samples require 
reflection geometry

• Front surface impact shots: ZnO mounted in 
Lexan projectile and used as impactor 

• Impact TPX/Lexan window

• To optimize 2-theta coverage and reduce 
low-angle cut off from sample absorption 
beam comes in at grazing angle 7º

ZnO impactor

Lexan projectile
TPX/Lexan
window
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-70 ns 236 ns83 ns 389 ns

4-frame reflection series
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During run 1 of 2018 we collected transmission geometry shots for polycrystalline ZnO starting 
material for Hugoniot pressures of 20 and 50 GPa. The diffraction patterns captured on 
compression indicate a complete transformation of the wurtzite starting material to the high-
pressure B1 phase (Fig. 1a). This result confirms the interpretation from continuum gas-gun 
measurements that ZnO undergoes a reconstructive transformation to the six-coordinated 
rocksalt phase at ~12-15 GPa under shock loading.  
 
Additional shots were collected using single-crystal samples oriented along the a- and c-axes.  In 
addition to a transformation to the B1 structure, the single crystal shots reveal interesting 
preferred orientation in the transformed B1 phase (Fig. 1b). Detailed texture analysis of this data 
is ongoing. The single crystal shots were carried out using a reflection geometry wherein the 
ZnO sample was used as the impactor and the x-ray beam made an angle of 7 degrees to the 
sample surface. This was our group’s first attempt to carry out shots using this new geometry and 
the results proved very encouraging.  
 
During our next beamtime allocation we hope to carry out shots looking at additional single-
crystal orientations of the wurtzite starting material as well as shots with the timing biased such 
that we ensure we capture a pre-impact ZnO frame. This will give us a better constraint on the 
starting wurtzite orientation, details of which will prove useful in our interpretation of the 
orientational relationships between phases. This will involve experimenting with using more 
absorbing window materials in reflection geometry (e.g. lexan and LiF), allowing for slower 
projectile velocities. Additionally, we plan to extend our study to investigate the hysteresis on 
back transformation to the ambient wurtzite structure.  

 
Fig. 1.  a) Integrated x-ray diffraction pattern for polycrystalline ZnO shot at 20 GPa with B1 
peaks indexed. b) De-warped two-dimensional data for single crystal shots collected at 20 GPa 
for starting wurtzite orientations along the a- and c-axes. Here φ is the azimuthal angle about the 
through beam.  
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Oriented single crystals 20 GPa

• Large crystallites preserved through the transformation  

• Transformation to rocksalt phase with high degree texture



C-AXES 2019C-AXES 2018

Reproducible transformation textures

ZnO (001)à TPX ZnO (001)à Lexan

Reproducible pattern in terms of 
where we see the textured 
diffraction spots

Suggests we capture a 
reproducible transformation 
within the time scale of our  
measurements
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Texture analysis à orientation relations

RS (200) ~ wurtzite c-axes 
RS (220) ~ wurtzite a-axes  

C-axes loading: 

A-axes loading: 

Fig: Tan et al. 2016.  
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ZnO conclusions

In situ x-ray diffraction allows for 
crystallographic verification of the 
phase transition from WZà RS 
under shock compression

Single crystals show reproducible 
transformation textures with strong 
preferred orientation in transformed 
rocksalt phase
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Phase transitions in MgF2

Haines, 2001

Sota Takagi 
Static: rutile→CaCl2→ PdF2
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Phase transitions in MgF2 under shock loading  

Questions: 
What is structure of high-pressure phase? 
What structure does the high-pressure phase revert to on release?

Gun shock data collected at Kumamoto University: 
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36 keV – Single Multilayer Monochromator  

Isolate 5th harmonic of U27 (36 keV peak intensity)

• High resolution diffraction peaks in single pulse
• Increased 2θ coverage to determine crystal structure
• High data quality for thick samples & high-Z materials
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Introduction

ZnO undergoes a phase change under static 
compression to a rocksalt (B1) structure at 9 
GPa [1] and continuum gas-gun studies identify 
a similar phase transition under shock loading 
occurring at 12-15 GPa [2].

High-pressure experiments on ZnO are of 
fundamental importance to condensed-matter 
physics as the pressure-induced B4 to B1 
transition is common to many semiconducting-
wurtzite compounds. 

Understanding the role of phase transitions in 
the dynamic response materials is crucial to 
modelling the effects of large-scale impacts in a 
wide range of planetary materials. 

Due to the accessibility of this phase transition, 
ZnO presents a model system to investigate 
phase transitions that involve a 4-6 fold 
coordination change under dynamic loading.

Plate impact experiments with time-resolved x-ray diffraction (XRD) were 
carried out using a light gas gun at the Dynamic Compression Sector (DCS)  at 
the Advanced Photon Source (APS).

An incoming projectile triggers gated collection of a series of XRD frames.

Each XRD pattern was collected using a single x-ray pulse (~100 ps duration) 
of ~109 photons.

Experiments were carried out in transmission geometry for polycrystalline 
starting material and in reflection geometry for oriented single crystals.

For single-crystal shots, ZnO samples were used as the impactor.

Fig: Wang et al. 2018.
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Time-resolved synchrotron XRD to measure 
the in situ crystal structure of ZnO under 
shock compression.

20 GPa and 50 GPa shots collected for 
both polycrystalline starting material as well 
as single crystal samples oriented along the 
a- and c-axes.

Single crystal samples maintain a high 
degree of texture above the B1 phase 
transition, suggestive of an orientational 
relationship between B4 and B1 phases.

The B4 à B1 transition pathway has been investigated theoretically in 
recent years and the lattice level reconstruction continues to be a subject 
of active debate [3,4].

The two main competing pathways, often referred to as the ‘hexagonal 
path’ and the ‘tetragonal path’, both involve moving through a five-
coordinated intermediate structure.
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ABSTRACT: Zinc oxide, ZnO, an important technologically relevant
binary compound, was investigated by reciprocating compress the sample
in a diamond anvil cell using in situ high-pressure synchrotron X-ray
di!raction at room temperature. The starting sample (!200 nm) was
compressed to 20 GPa and then decompressed to ambient condition. The
quenched sample, with average grain size !10 nm, was recompressed to
20 GPa and then released to ambient condition. The structural stability
and compressibility of the initial bulk ZnO and quenched nano ZnO were
compared. Results reveal that the grain size and the fractional cell
distortion have little e!ect on the structural stability of ZnO. The bulk
modulus of the B4 (hexagonal wurtzites structure) and B1 (cubic rock salt
structure) phases for bulk ZnO under hydrostatic compression were
estimated as 164(3) and 201(2) GPa, respectively. Importantly, the e!ect
of pressure in atomic positions, bond distances, and bond angles was obtained. On the basis of this information, the B4-to-B1
phase transformation was demonstrated to follow the hexagonal path rather than the tetragonal path. For the "rst time, the detail
of the intermediate hexagonal ZnO, revealing the B4-to-B1 transition mechanism, was detected by experimental method. These
"ndings enrich our knowledge on the diversity of the size in#uences on the high-pressure behaviors of materials and o!er new
insights into the mechanism of the B4-to-B1 phase transition that is commonly observed in many other wurzite semiconductor
compounds.

! INTRODUCTION
Zinc oxide (ZnO) crystallizes in the wurzite (hexagonal, B4,
space group P63mc) phase at ambient conditions, is one of the
most important inorganic compounds, and has numerous
technological applications in the "elds of electronics,
optoelectronics, catalysis, chemical sensors, and conductive
solar cell window layers. As a promising semiconductor and a
typical mineral, high-pressure experimental data on ZnO are
fundamental to condensed matter physics and geophysical
physics. Following the "rst report of the structural transition of
ZnO under high pressure by Bates et al. in 1962,1 the high-
pressure behaviors of ZnO, including its structural stability,
compressibility, and transformation mechanism, have been
extensively investigated from both experimental2"7 and
theoretical8"12 points of view. Exploring the unique properties
of nanomaterials has been a long-standing topic of interest for
materials science and engineering.13"15 Semiconductor nano-
crystals are novel materials with properties being controlled by
size and shape. In that view, the study of size e!ects16 and
morphology e!ects17"21 on the properties of ZnO under high
pressure provides a basis for probing the potential physical and

chemical mechanisms that command the structure"property
relationships.
However, to our knowledge, the available studies about the

high-pressure behavior of ZnO are still inconclusive and
controversial. The "rst point is the large di!erence of the bulk
modulus (K0) of the two phases as shown in Table 1, ranging
from 135 to 183 GPa for the B4 phase and from 177 to 229
GPa for the B1 phase (cubic, rock salt, space group Fm3m). In
addition, while the transition pressures of the forward and
backward phase transitions for nanocrystalline ZnO have been
studied,16 little is currently known about its equation of state
(EOS).22 Moreover, the B4-to-B1 phase transformation
mechanism has not been fully understood. On the basis of
the "rst-principles calculations, the wurtzite structure can
continuously transform to the rock salt structure following the
“hexagonal” (i-H) path or the “tetragonal” (i-T) path. Through
theoretical computation, Saitta et al. indicated that ZnO
transforms from B4 phase to B1 phase along the tetragonal
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Future work 
Investigation preferred orientation in 
the transformed B1 phase by 
carrying out full pattern fits.

Applying a texture model in order to 
derive pole figures for the B1 phase 
for variable starting orientations.
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Fig: adapted from Wang et al. (2018) [5].  

Zinc oxide (ZnO) occurs naturally as the mineral zincite and crystallizes in a 
wurtzite (B4) structure with tetrahedrally coordinated Zn and O ions. 
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Conclusions 
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structures [3,4].
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• Transmission geometry 

• Sintered polycrystalline samples (94% density)

• ~1.5-mm thick MgF2 samples with 0.7-mm LiF window

• 120-mm scintillator 
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40 GPa – Modified fluorite phase
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Release and reversion to a-PbO2 + rutile
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MgF2 Conclusions

• In situ XRD allows for crystallographic verification of the phase transition to 
modified fluorite phase under plate-impact shock loading

• Reversion to mixture of a-PbO2 and rutile phase on release 

• Demonstration of new capabilities for 36 keV using SMM



Summary & Conclusions 
• Identification of phases that form & melting under shock loading for shock loading 

with both laser-driven and plate-impact drivers 

• Ability to resolve low-symmetry crystal structures using single-shot XRD

• New insights into kinetics, metastability, and transformation mechanisms

Outlook: Higher energy X-rays as well as advancements in detectors & 
monochromators promise improved capabilities to study a broader range of materials 
including low & high-Z materials and liquid structures 

X-Ray Diffraction Studies of Mineral Phase Transitions 
Using Shock Compression

Sally June Tracy – Geophysical Laboratory, Carnegie Institution for Science

'\QDPLF�&RPSUHVVLRQ

What are shock waves? 
Traveling mechanical disturbance produces an abrupt increase in pressure, 
density, and material velocity 

Powerful means of measuring equations of state, phase transitions, 
melting, and sound velocities at temperature-pressure conditions of 
planetary interiors

How do we generate shock waves in the lab? 

Light-gas gun
Accelerate projectiles >7 km/s

Charge detonation drives piston down
the pump tube compressing He/H gas.
At threshold pressure, rupture disk bursts 
and gas expands into launch tube driving 
2nd projectile which impacts target 

Laser-driven shockwaves 

High-pressure frontier!

High-power lasers generate an ablation-driven compression wave 
in sample 

A pulsed laser is focused on a plastic layer generating a plasma 
which expands backwards and sends a shock wave forward into 
the sample 

Single-pulse XRD at the Advanced Photon Source

Earth and planetary science applications
Studying natural impact events – planetary accretion and evolution

Understanding samples from impact craters and meteorites

Synthesis of high pressure phases only found in planetary interiors

A strategy for Studies of Dynamic Behavior of 
Materials at ESRF

GPa/ms GPa/100µs GPa/µs GPa/ns

A unique opportunity to investigate a 
phenomena at various time scales with the 
same microscopic information from X-ray 

measurements (XRD, XAS, PCI, …)

Various dynamic loading facilities available or in development at ESRF
Different loading paths & strain rates

Large P/T range

Short loading duration

Laser: nanoseconds (ns)
Gun: 100s of nanosecond to microsecond

stishovite
4.53 g/cm3

(110) (121)
(220)

(111)
(120)(011)

pre-impact

32% shocked

94% shocked

release

Shock crystallization of stishovite

47 GPa

At the Dynamic Compression Sector (DCS) each XRD pattern is collected using an 
isolated X-ray pulse containing ~109 photons

Incoming projectile interrupts optical trigger instigating gated collection of four XRD 
frames during the loading and release process

Laser-drive compression of silicon carbide 
Candidate material to make up the interior of carbon-rich exoplanets 
and potential host of reduced carbon in the Earth’s interior

Reconstructive transformation to rocksalt structure on the ns 
timescale of laser-drive experiments and reversion to the ambient 
phase within ns of release

Ultrafast experimental probes:
• Velocimetry – VISAR or PDVà bulk pressure-density 
• Single-pulse X-ray diffraction (XRD)à crystal structure
• Optical Pyrometry à temperature 
• Phase contrast imaging

Image: Lorenzana

Fig: Sollier

Fig: Wicks et al.

probe time 
after shock 
enters SiC

Ultrafast XRD - X-ray free electron laser

* rocksalt

Understanding phase transitions in SiO2 is important for modeling the effects of 
crustal impacts and characterizing silica rich regions of the deep Earth

In a recent study at DCS we investigated the structure of silica glass during shock 
compression using a light-gas gun and single pulse synchrotron XRD

Crystallographic verification 
that stishovite is the high 
pressure phase under 
shock loading
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Laser-drive compression experiments at Matter in Extreme 
Conditions beamline

XRD collected at a series of delay times up to 50 ns after the 
shock enters sample, enabling the study of both the high-pressure 
crystal structure and structural modifications on release 

Fig: U. Wisconsin

CaCO3-I recovered 
on release

60 GPa: melt

25 GPa: phase transition

Pre-shot CaCO3-I

Phase transitions and 
melting in limestoneSilicon Carbide –206 GPa

Understanding shock 
metamorphism at terrestrial 
impact sites and role of any
impact devolatilization of CO2

Constraining high P-T phase stability 
of carbonates is critical for 
understanding the global carbon cycle 
and carbon storage in the deep Earth

Limestone 
25 GPa
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